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CSAT, LLC
FEBRUARY 2011
INFORMATION LETTER/UPDATE:
MAJOR CALENDAR CHANGES:
Added: Law Enforcement
SEE NEW CALENDAR
Added: Civilian
SEE NEW CALENDAR
GENERAL INFORMATION:
CSAT Shooting Videos are close to being finished. I just sent back comments on
the final draft. You can see a trailer at:
http://panteaoproductions.com/
LE CORNER:

http://www.washingtonpost.com/wpdyn/content/article/2011/01/21/AR2011012105860.html?
tid=wp_ipad
The above link is to an article about how newly issued first aid kits saves lives
during the Tucson shooting. I am glad to see that the word is finally getting out.
Killing or subduing the bad guy is relatively easy. The work begins immediately
after trying to undue the damage the have done.
Also, there have been a couple of accidental shootings involving weapons mounted
pistol lights. I will study this a bit more, but I teach students to use their support
thumb to activate the light and leave the trigger finger alone for its sole intended
purpose of pulling the trigger. Grip switches require you to adjust your grip so as
not to have a white light AD. This can also cause problems. More to follow on this.
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PERSPECTIVE:
.

Captain Owen Honors was relieved as commander of the USS Enterprise over video
“skits” that happened years ago. Incredible that we find time to waste along with
what appears a phenomenal career over something so petty. South Korean
commandos are busy killing Somali pirates and taking their ship back while we let
the minorities of our country weaken our national defense.
First, for you non-military individuals reading this, it was a video skit. It was tame
in comparison to those that were performed by students in my Ranger School class
in the early 1980’s.
I am embarrassed, not by the videos, but by the cowardice of the high ranking
military officers who threw Captain Owens under the bus and did not stand up for
him. We must have one pussified Pentagon and General Officer Corp who would
not fight for this man. All are more concerned about their promotions or retirement
jobs than fellow officers. What people don’t get is that Democrats create a
politically divisive military and all the ass sucking political types in the service
trample each other trying to get to the top of the pile, no matter the cost.
Democrats are happy to use the military at a whim, but are also the first to crap on
them when they have the opportunity. They attempt to destroy our military by
internal politics. Many high ranking officers sell their souls and become politically
correct versus standing for anything. This is just another example of the Democrats
trying to dismantle our combat effective military.
As for the civilian media and liberal turds out there pressing this fight, you are just
digging your own hole. If you have never served in the military, you should
probably keep your mouth shut or ask someone has served. This is petty at best.
I am sorry to see this good man go. I only hope he is offered an incredible job with
lots of family time and without the requirement of serving under spineless leaders
which he is forced to work with now.
The Tucson shootings were a tragedy and my heart goes out to all who were
affected, but I don’t put their loss any more significant than soldiers and LE dying
daily to safeguard our way of life. I believe this is a wake-up call for congress and
the liberal media as to how pissed off the American people are. The liberal media
keeps pushing buttons and eventually unstable Americans who walk a fine line of
sanity may cross over to the dark side and commit acts like this.
The president now calls for civility after two years of lies and left wing attacks, both
in general and personal. Incredible. Now the president wants to focus on economics
and jobs after two years of driving our economy into the dirt and bad mouthing our
country abroad, etc. He is the supreme ignorant politician who hides his college
transcripts and birth certificate because his status is a lie. Imagine a white president
doing that. Another double standard delivered by the liberal and democrats of our
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nation.
This is what we get for cultivating an entitlement generation of voters who
.believe they
are owed something for stealing valuable oxygen from the rest of us.
MONTHLY INSPIRITATION:

South Korean naval commandos take back their ship from Somali Pirates by
killing several and capturing the rest. It would be nice to know that the US has
a unit in place turning pirates into shark bait, but we can only hope…..
COURSE UPDATE(S):
I have received a great deal of feedback reference the PTC (PERSONAL
TRAINING COURSE) in the future and limiting it to 5 students. My thoughts are
that most folks don’t know how to train or structure their training. In one week, I
would cover the following major blocks of information with students:
Tac Pistol
Tac Rifle
Combat Mindset
Individual Tactical Training
Weight Training
Cardio Training
I am still working the details out on this course and the cost is yet TBD. I am still
receiving feedback/input on this idea.
TRAINING:
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.. weapon mounted pistol lights in LE section…
See
.
RANGE UPDATE:

Eric put in an electric shotgun thrower on the new shotgun range near the brick
house. It has a wobbler attachment with remote. If you want to use it, get a class
from Eric on how to load, power it up and clear it.
The sniper ranges are out to 600 and I will wait until next year to see if we can push
them out a bit further. I will be researching purchasing pine trees over the next
couple of weeks to prepare for planting in the bottom. The pines up top have shot
up with every rain. They are looking good.
Should an agency or group wish to rent the facility, feel free to contact us for
rates. This includes the ranges, new property, classroom and bunkhouse.
CLASSROOM/ LODGE:
NONE AT THIS TIME…..
EQUIPMENT:
NONE AT THIS TIME….
HUNTING UPDATE:
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Leadership and Training For the Fight/The Tactical Trainer
Skyhorse Publishing has just picked up both books for editing and publication into
one package and it will be available July of 2011 and is available for preorder from
www.amazon.com It will also contain the “The Tactical Trainer.”
The original “Leadership and Training for the Fight” will be available
exclusively through www.authorshouse.com for those wishing to purchase it.
READING/MISC. INFORMATION
More books stacking up…
CLASS PAYMENTS
You will have a slot in the course when I receive payment for the class. In the
case of an agency, when they officially request an invoice. I have had too many
individuals not show up lately and I intend to put a stop to it.
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I.. would prefer you send a check as the credit card costs for processing are
.
substantial.
IN CLOSING
Thanks and we look forward to seeing you all soon.
Paul R. Howe
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